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Abstract: This paper reports a new experimental method applying medical X-rays computed
tomography (CT) to estimate the bedload in sand transport. A set of current-generated
sand ripple experiments were conducted in a small hydraulic flume inserted in the CT
scanner. The methodology is based on the measurements of height, velocity and
density of bedforms to estimate bedload. A temporal series of bed topography is first
extracted from the CT scan images. The velocity is estimated by tracking the
displacement of bedforms from two successive bed topography. The sand bed density
(  ρ  sb  ) is estimated from the CT-scan measurements using a calibration technique.
The method measuring  ρ  sb  to calculate bedload is validated comparing
measurements made with sand traps. The advantages and limitations of the CT
method applied to bedload transport are discussed.
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Additional Information:

Question Response

Authors are required to attain permission
to re-use content, figures, tables, charts,
maps, and photographs for which the
authors do not hold copyright. Figures
created by the authors but previously
published under copyright elsewhere may
require permission. For more information
see
http://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/978
0784479018.ch03. All permissions must
be uploaded as a permission file in PDF
format. Are there any required
permissions that have not yet been
secured? If yes, please explain in the
comment box.

No

ASCE does not review manuscripts that
are being considered elsewhere to include
other ASCE Journals and all conference
proceedings (see next question for
expanded conference proceeding
requirements). Is the article or parts of it
being considered for any other
publication? If your answer is yes, please
explain in the comments box below.

No

Each submission to ASCE must stand on
its own and represent significant new
information, which may include disproving
the work of others. While it is acceptable
to build upon one’s own work or replicate
other’s work, it is not appropriate to
fragment the research to maximize the
number of manuscripts or to submit
papers that represent very small
incremental changes. ASCE may use
tools such as CrossCheck, Duplicate
Submission Checks, and Google Scholar
to verify that submissions are novel. Does
the manuscript constitute incremental
work (i.e. restating raw data, models, or
conclusions from a previously published
study)?

No

Authors are expected to present their
papers within the page limitations
described in <u><i><a
href="http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/978078447
9018" target="_blank">Publishing in
ASCE Journals: A Guide for
Authors</a></u></i>. Technical papers

Yes
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and Case Studies must not exceed 30
double-spaced manuscript pages,
including all figures and tables. Technical
notes must not exceed 7 double-spaced
manuscript pages. Papers that exceed the
limits must be justified. Grossly over-
length papers may be returned without
review. Does this paper exceed the ASCE
length limitations? If yes, please provide
justification in the comments box below.

If yes, please provide justification in the
comments box below.  
<br/>&emsp;as follow-up to "Authors are
expected to present their papers within
the page limitations described in
<u><i><a
href="http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/978078447
9018" target="_blank">Publishing in
ASCE Journals: A Guide for
Authors</a></u></i>. Technical papers
and Case Studies must not exceed 30
double-spaced manuscript pages,
including all figures and tables. Technical
notes must not exceed 7 double-spaced
manuscript pages. Papers that exceed the
limits must be justified. Grossly over-
length papers may be returned without
review. Does this paper exceed the ASCE
length limitations? If yes, please provide
justification in the comments box below.
"

There is only one more page for a total of 8 for this technical note. We will be able to
shorten the data according to reviewers comment if necessary.

All authors listed on the manuscript must
have contributed to the study and must
approve the current version of the
manuscript. Are there any authors on the
paper that do not meet these criteria? If
the answer is yes, please explain in the
comments.

No

Was this paper previously declined or
withdrawn from this or another ASCE
journal? If so, please provide the previous
manuscript number and explain what you
have changed in this current version in
the comments box below. You may
upload a separate response to reviewers
if your comments are extensive.

Yes

Please provide the previous manuscript
number and explain what you have
changed in this current version in the
comments box below. You may upload a
separate response to reviewers if your
comments are extensive.

 as follow-up to "Was this paper
previously declined or withdrawn from this
or another ASCE journal? If so, please

Previous manuscript number : HYENG-12932

Considering that our comments are extensive, a separate response to reviewers has
been uplaoded.
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provide the previous manuscript number
and explain what you have changed in
this current version in the comments box
below. You may upload a separate
response to reviewers if your comments
are extensive.
"

Companion manuscripts are discouraged
as all papers published must be able to
stand on their own. Justification must be
provided to the editor if an author feels as
though the work must be presented in two
parts and published simultaneously.
There is no guarantee that companions
will be reviewed by the same reviewers,
which complicates the review process,
increases the risk for rejection and
potentially lengthens the review time. If
this is a companion paper, please indicate
the part number and provide the title,
authors and manuscript number (if
available) for the companion papers along
with your detailed justification for the
editor in the comments box below. If there
is no justification provided, or if there is
insufficient justification, the papers will be
returned without review.

No

Is this manuscript being submitted as part
of a special collection? You can find
active calls for papers for special
collections in ASCE Journals here.

No

Recognizing that science and engineering
are best served when data aremade
available during the review and discussion
of manuscripts andjournal articles, and to
allow others to replicate and build on
workpublished in ASCE journals, all
reasonable requests by reviewers
formaterials, data, and associated
protocols must be fulfilled. If you are
restricted from sharing your data and
materials, please explain below.

We are not restricted.

Papers published in ASCE Journals must
make a contribution to the core body of
knowledge and to the advancement of the
field. Authors must consider how their
new knowledge and/or innovations add
value to the state of the art and/or state of
the practice. Please outline the specific
contributions of this research in the

The results of the data analysis showed that the CT method provides a valid
computation of the bedload transport integrating dry sand bed density measurements
without disturbing the sand bed dynamics. This is a stepping stone to conducted
additional researches in laboratory in the field of bedload experiments using mixed
grain densities or grain sizes. The CT method quantified the spatial variation of solid
transport in a unique way difficult to evaluate otherwise.
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comments box.

When submitting a new and revised
manuscript, authors are asked to include
a Data Availability Statement containing
one or more of the following statements,
with specific items listed as appropriate.
Please select one or more of the
statements below that apply to your
manuscript. Also, please include the
selected statements in a separate "Data
Availability Statement" section in your
manuscript, directly before the
acknowledgments or references. The
statement(s) listed in your manuscript
should match those you select in your
response to this question.

e. Some or all data, models, or code generated or used during the study are available
in a repository online in accordance with funder data retention policies.

Please provide a direct link to the data.
 as follow-up to "When submitting a new
and revised manuscript, authors are
asked to include a Data Availability
Statement containing one or more of the
following statements, with specific items
listed as appropriate. Please select one or
more of the statements below that apply
to your manuscript. Also, please include
the selected statements in a separate
"Data Availability Statement" section in
your manuscript, directly before the
acknowledgments or references. The
statement(s) listed in your manuscript
should match those you select in your
response to this question."

https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.5683/SP2/SUN
A2L

The flat fee for including color figures in
print is $800, regardless of the number of
color figures. There is no fee for online
only color figures. If you decide to not
print figures in color, please ensure that
the color figures will also make sense
when printed in black-and-white, and
remove any reference to color in the text.
Only one file is accepted for each figure.
Do you intend to pay to include color
figures in print? If yes, please indicate
which figures in the comments box.

Yes

If yes, please indicate which figures in the
comments box.

 as follow-up to "The flat fee for including
color figures in print is $800, regardless of
the number of color figures. There is no

All figures
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fee for online only color figures. If you
decide to not print figures in color, please
ensure that the color figures will also
make sense when printed in black-and-
white, and remove any reference to color
in the text. Only one file is accepted for
each figure. Do you intend to pay to
include color figures in print? If yes,
please indicate which figures in the
comments box.
"

Is this article or parts of it already
published in print or online in any
language? ASCE does not review content
already published (see next questions for
conference papers and posted
theses/dissertations). If your answer is
yes, please explain in the comments box
below.

No

Has this paper or parts of it been
published as a conference proceeding? A
conference proceeding may be reviewed
for publication only if it has been
significantly revised and contains 50%
new content. Any content overlap should
be reworded and/or properly referenced. If
your answer is yes, please explain in the
comments box below and be prepared to
provide the conference paper.

No

ASCE allows submissions of papers that
are based on theses and dissertations so
long as the paper has been modified to fit
the journal page limits, format, and
tailored for the audience. ASCE will
consider such papers even if the thesis or
dissertation has been posted online
provided that the degree-granting
institution requires that the thesis or
dissertation be posted.

<p>Is this paper a derivative of a thesis or
dissertation posted or about to be posted
on the Internet? If yes, please provide the
URL or DOI permalink in the comment
box below.

Yes

If yes, please provide the URL or DOI
permalink in the comment box below.   
<br/>&emsp;as follow-up to "ASCE allows
submissions of papers that are based on
theses and dissertations so long as the
paper has been modified to fit the journal
page limits, format, and tailored for the
audience. ASCE will consider such
papers even if the thesis or dissertation
has been posted online provided that the

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356815909_APPORT_DE_LA_TOMODENSI
TOMETRIE_A_L'ETUDE_DU_TRANSPORT_SEDIMENTAIRE
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degree-granting institution requires that
the thesis or dissertation be posted.

<p>Is this paper a derivative of a thesis or
dissertation posted or about to be posted
on the Internet? If yes, please provide the
URL or DOI permalink in the comment
box below.
"

If there is anything else you wish to
communicate to the editor of the journal,
please do so in this box.

No , thanks.

ASCE offers authors the option to publish
their work under an open access license
for a fee of $2000. You can read more
about ASCE's open access option here. If
your manuscript is accepted, do you plan
to publish it under an open access
license? Note that your decision has no
bearing on whether your paper will be
accepted. Payment for open access is not
collected until proof stage, and you will
have the chance to change your mind
before payment is due.

Yes

When submitting a manuscript, authors
must include a section heading titled
“Data Availability Statement” before the
“Acknowledgments” section or after the
“Conclusion." Within the section, authors
will include one or more of the following
statements, as well as all citations to data,
code, or models. You can read more
about the Data Availability Statement
policy here.

Please select one or more of the
statements below that apply to your
manuscript. The statement(s) listed in
your manuscript should match those you
select in your response to this question.

Note that regardless of your response to
this question, all reasonable requests for
data from reviewers during the review
process must be fulfilled.

e. Some or all data, models, or code generated or used during the study are available
in a repository online in accordance with funder data retention policies.

Please provide a direct link to the data.
 as follow-up to "When submitting a
manuscript, authors must include a

https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.5683/SP2/SUN
A2L
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section heading titled “Data Availability
Statement” before the “Acknowledgments”
section or after the “Conclusion." Within
the section, authors will include one or
more of the following statements, as well
as all citations to data, code, or models.
You can read more about the Data
Availability Statement policy here.

Please select one or more of the
statements below that apply to your
manuscript. The statement(s) listed in
your manuscript should match those you
select in your response to this question.

Note that regardless of your response to
this question, all reasonable requests for
data from reviewers during the review
process must be fulfilled."

COPYRIGHT TRANSFER AGREEMENT

I. Authorship Responsibility

To protect the integrity of authorship, only
people who have significantly contributed
to the research or project and manuscript
preparation shall be listed as coauthors.
The corresponding author attests to the
fact that anyone named as a coauthor has
seen the final version of the manuscript
and has agreed to its submission for
publication. Deceased persons who meet
the criteria for coauthorship shall be
included, with a footnote reporting date of
death. No fictitious name shall be given as
an author or coauthor. An author who
submits a manuscript for publication
accepts responsibility for having properly
included all, and only, qualified coauthors.

II. Originality of Content

None of the exceptions listed above apply.
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ASCE respects the copyright ownership of
other publishers. ASCE requires authors
to obtain permission from the copyright
holder to reproduce any material that (1)
they did not create themselves and/or (2)
has been previously published, to include
the authors’ own work for which copyright
was transferred to an entity other than
ASCE. For any figures, tables, or text
blocks exceeding 100 words from a
journal article or 500 words from a book,
written permission from the copyright
holder must be obtained and supplied with
the submission. Each author has a
responsibility to identify materials that
require permission by including a citation
in the figure or table caption or in
extracted text.

More information can be found in the
guide “Publishing in ASCE Journals:
Manuscript Submission and Revision
Requirements”
(http://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/978
0784479018.ch05). Regardless of
acceptance, no manuscript or part of a
manuscript will be published by ASCE
without proper verification of all necessary
permissions to re-use. ASCE accepts no
responsibility for verifying permissions
provided by the author. Any breach of
copyright will result in retraction of the
published manuscript.

III. Copyright Transfer

ASCE requires that authors or their
agents assign copyright to ASCE for all
original content published by ASCE. The
author(s) warrant(s) that the above-cited
manuscript is the original work of the
author(s) and has never been published in
its present form.
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The undersigned, with the consent of all
authors, hereby transfers, to the extent
that there is copyright to be transferred,
the exclusive copyright interest in the
above-cited manuscript (subsequently
called the “work”) in this and all
subsequent editions of the work (to
include closures and errata), and in
derivatives, translations, or ancillaries, in
English and in foreign translations, in all
formats and media of expression now
known or later developed, including
electronic, to the American Society of Civil
Engineers subject to the following:

• The undersigned author and all
coauthors retain the right to revise, adapt,
prepare derivative works, present orally,
or distribute the work, provided that all
such use is for the personal
noncommercial benefit of the author(s)
and is consistent with any prior
contractual agreement between the
undersigned and/or coauthors and their
employer(s).

• No proprietary right other than copyright
is claimed by ASCE.

• This agreement will be rendered null and
void if (1) the manuscript is not accepted
for publication by ASCE, (2) is withdrawn
by the author prior to publication (online or
in print), (3) ASCE Open Access is
purchased by the author.

• Authors may post a PDF of the ASCE-
published version of their work on their
employers’ Intranet with password
protection. The following statement must
appear with the work: “This material may
be downloaded for personal use only. Any
other use requires prior permission of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.”

• Authors may deposit the final draft of
their work in an institutional repository or
in their funding body’s designated archive
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upon publication in an ASCE Journal,
provided the draft contains a link to the
published version at ascelibrary.org, and
may request public access 12 months
after publication. “Final draft” means the
version submitted to ASCE after peer
review and prior to copyediting or other
ASCE production activities; it does not
include the copyedited version, the page
proof, a PDF, or full-text HTML of the
published version.

• Authors may post the final draft of their
work on open, unrestricted Internet sites
12 months after publication in an ASCE
Journal, provided the draft contains a link
to the published version at
ascelibrary.org.

Exceptions to the Copyright Transfer
policy exist in the following circumstances.
Select the appropriate option below to
indicate whether you are claiming an
exception:

• U.S. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES:
Work prepared by U.S. Government
employees in their official capacities is not
subject to copyright in the United States.
Such authors must place their work in the
public domain, meaning that it can be
freely copied, republished, or
redistributed. In order for the work to be
placed in the public domain, ALL
AUTHORS must be official U.S.
Government employees. If at least one
author is not a U.S. Government
employee, copyright must be transferred
to ASCE by that author.

• CROWN GOVERNMENT COPYRIGHT:
Whereby a work is prepared by officers of
the Crown Government in their official
capacities, the Crown Government
reserves its own copyright under national
law. If ALL AUTHORS on the manuscript
are Crown Government employees,
copyright cannot be transferred to ASCE;
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however, ASCE is given the following
nonexclusive rights: (1) to use, print,
and/or publish in any language and any
format, print and electronic, the above-
mentioned work or any part thereof,
provided that the name of the author and
the Crown Government affiliation is clearly
indicated; (2) to grant the same rights to
others to print or publish the work; and (3)
to collect royalty fees. ALL AUTHORS
must be official Crown Government
employees in order to claim this
exemption in its entirety. If at least one
author is not a Crown Government
employee, copyright must be transferred
to ASCE by that author.

• WORK-FOR-HIRE: Privately employed
authors who have prepared works in their
official capacity as employees must also
transfer copyright to ASCE; however, their
employer retains the rights to revise,
adapt, prepare derivative works, publish,
reprint, reproduce, and distribute the work
provided that such use is for the
promotion of its business enterprise and
does not imply the endorsement of ASCE.
In this instance, an authorized agent from
the authors’ employer must sign the form
below.

• U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS:
Work prepared by authors under a
contract for the U.S. Government (e.g.,
U.S. Government labs) may or may not be
subject to copyright transfer. Authors must
refer to their contractor agreement. For
works that qualify as U.S. Government
works by a contractor, ASCE
acknowledges that the U.S. Government
retains a nonexclusive, paid-up,
irrevocable, worldwide license to publish
or reproduce this work for U.S.
Government purposes only. This policy
DOES NOT apply to work created with
U.S. Government grants.

Please type your name below to complete
the copyright transfer agreement. This will
serve as your digital signature.

Corinne Brunelle
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I, the corresponding author, confirm that
the authors listed on the manuscript are
aware of their authorship status and
qualify to be authors on the manuscript
according to the guidelines above.

I, the corresponding author, confirm that
the content, figures, drawings, charts,
photographs, and tables in the submitted
work are either original work created by
the authors listed on the manuscript or
work for which permission to re- use has
been obtained from the creator.

I, the corresponding author, acting with
consent of all authors listed on the
manuscript, hereby transfer copyright or
claim exemption to transfer copyright of
the work as indicated above to the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
 as follow-up to "COPYRIGHT
TRANSFER AGREEMENT

I. Authorship Responsibility

To protect the integrity of authorship, only
people who have significantly contributed
to the research or project and manuscript
preparation shall be listed as coauthors.
The corresponding author attests to the
fact that anyone named as a coauthor has
seen the final version of the manuscript
and has agreed to its submission for
publication. Deceased persons who meet
the criteria for coauthorship shall be
included, with a footnote reporting date of
death. No fictitious name shall be given as
an author or coauthor. An author who
submits a manuscript for publication
accepts responsibility for having properly
included all, and only, qualified coauthors.
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II. Originality of Content

ASCE respects the copyright ownership of
other publishers. ASCE requires authors
to obtain permission from the copyright
holder to reproduce any material that (1)
they did not create themselves and/or (2)
has been previously published, to include
the authors’ own work for which copyright
was transferred to an entity other than
ASCE. For any figures, tables, or text
blocks exceeding 100 words from a
journal article or 500 words from a book,
written permission from the copyright
holder must be obtained and supplied with
the submission. Each author has a
responsibility to identify materials that
require permission by including a citation
in the figure or table caption or in
extracted text.

More information can be found in the
guide “Publishing in ASCE Journals:
Manuscript Submission and Revision
Requirements”
(http://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/978
0784479018.ch05). Regardless of
acceptance, no manuscript or part of a
manuscript will be published by ASCE
without proper verification of all necessary
permissions to re-use. ASCE accepts no
responsibility for verifying permissions
provided by the author. Any breach of
copyright will result in retraction of the
published manuscript.

III. Copyright Transfer

ASCE requires that authors or their
agents assign copyright to ASCE for all
original content published by ASCE. The
author(s) warrant(s) that the above-cited
manuscript is the original work of the
author(s) and has never been published in
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its present form.

The undersigned, with the consent of all
authors, hereby transfers, to the extent
that there is copyright to be transferred,
the exclusive copyright interest in the
above-cited manuscript (subsequently
called the “work”) in this and all
subsequent editions of the work (to
include closures and errata), and in
derivatives, translations, or ancillaries, in
English and in foreign translations, in all
formats and media of expression now
known or later developed, including
electronic, to the American Society of Civil
Engineers subject to the following:

• The undersigned author and all
coauthors retain the right to revise, adapt,
prepare derivative works, present orally,
or distribute the work, provided that all
such use is for the personal
noncommercial benefit of the author(s)
and is consistent with any prior
contractual agreement between the
undersigned and/or coauthors and their
employer(s).

• No proprietary right other than copyright
is claimed by ASCE.

• This agreement will be rendered null and
void if (1) the manuscript is not accepted
for publication by ASCE, (2) is withdrawn
by the author prior to publication (online or
in print), (3) ASCE Open Access is
purchased by the author.

• Authors may post a PDF of the ASCE-
published version of their work on their
employers’ Intranet with password
protection. The following statement must
appear with the work: “This material may
be downloaded for personal use only. Any
other use requires prior permission of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.”

• Authors may deposit the final draft of
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their work in an institutional repository or
in their funding body’s designated archive
upon publication in an ASCE Journal,
provided the draft contains a link to the
published version at ascelibrary.org, and
may request public access 12 months
after publication. “Final draft” means the
version submitted to ASCE after peer
review and prior to copyediting or other
ASCE production activities; it does not
include the copyedited version, the page
proof, a PDF, or full-text HTML of the
published version.

• Authors may post the final draft of their
work on open, unrestricted Internet sites
12 months after publication in an ASCE
Journal, provided the draft contains a link
to the published version at
ascelibrary.org.

Exceptions to the Copyright Transfer
policy exist in the following circumstances.
Select the appropriate option below to
indicate whether you are claiming an
exception:

• U.S. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES:
Work prepared by U.S. Government
employees in their official capacities is not
subject to copyright in the United States.
Such authors must place their work in the
public domain, meaning that it can be
freely copied, republished, or
redistributed. In order for the work to be
placed in the public domain, ALL
AUTHORS must be official U.S.
Government employees. If at least one
author is not a U.S. Government
employee, copyright must be transferred
to ASCE by that author.

• CROWN GOVERNMENT COPYRIGHT:
Whereby a work is prepared by officers of
the Crown Government in their official
capacities, the Crown Government
reserves its own copyright under national
law. If ALL AUTHORS on the manuscript
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are Crown Government employees,
copyright cannot be transferred to ASCE;
however, ASCE is given the following
nonexclusive rights: (1) to use, print,
and/or publish in any language and any
format, print and electronic, the above-
mentioned work or any part thereof,
provided that the name of the author and
the Crown Government affiliation is clearly
indicated; (2) to grant the same rights to
others to print or publish the work; and (3)
to collect royalty fees. ALL AUTHORS
must be official Crown Government
employees in order to claim this
exemption in its entirety. If at least one
author is not a Crown Government
employee, copyright must be transferred
to ASCE by that author.

• WORK-FOR-HIRE: Privately employed
authors who have prepared works in their
official capacity as employees must also
transfer copyright to ASCE; however, their
employer retains the rights to revise,
adapt, prepare derivative works, publish,
reprint, reproduce, and distribute the work
provided that such use is for the
promotion of its business enterprise and
does not imply the endorsement of ASCE.
In this instance, an authorized agent from
the authors’ employer must sign the form
below.

• U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS:
Work prepared by authors under a
contract for the U.S. Government (e.g.,
U.S. Government labs) may or may not be
subject to copyright transfer. Authors must
refer to their contractor agreement. For
works that qualify as U.S. Government
works by a contractor, ASCE
acknowledges that the U.S. Government
retains a nonexclusive, paid-up,
irrevocable, worldwide license to publish
or reproduce this work for U.S.
Government purposes only. This policy
DOES NOT apply to work created with
U.S. Government grants."
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To: Journal of Hydraulic Engineering 

 

We are pleased that our manuscript has completed a review for publication in ASCE's Journal of Hydraulic 

Engineering. The minor revisions requested by the editor have been made based on the reviewers' 

evaluations. We understand that this revision will only be seen again by the editor and will not undergo 

the entire review process. As requested by the editor, a marked copy of the revised manuscript is provided 

and is uploaded as a separate file in the Track Changes version type. The  Manuscript  file type is used for 

the cleaned version. A response to the reviewers' comments is also separately uploaded as a Response to 

Reviewer. Only the questions of reviewers and editor were addressed. The rest of the text is unchanged.  

The syntax of the text has also been reviewed. These minor corrections can be seen in the Track Changes 

version. 

 

Regards,  

 

The thesis have been published on research gate to facilitate the access: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356815909_APPORT_DE_LA_TOMODENSITOMETRIE_A_L'ET
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Abstract 34 

This paper reports a new experimental method applying medical X-ray computed tomography 35 

(CT) to estimate the bedload in sand transport. A set of current-generated sand ripple experiments 36 

were conducted in a small hydraulic flume inserted in the CT scanner. The methodology is based 37 

on the measurements of height, velocity and density of bedforms to estimate bedload. A temporal 38 

series of bed topography is first extracted from the CT scan images. The velocity is estimated by 39 

tracking the displacement of bedforms from two successive bed topography. The sand bed density 40 

(ρsb) is estimated from the CT-scan measurements using a calibration technique. The method 41 

measuring ρsb to calculate bedload is validated comparing measurements made with sand traps. 42 

The advantages and limitations of the CT method applied to bedload transport are discussed. 43 

 44 
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Practical Applications 45 

 46 

Sediment transport is a fundamental physical process in Earth Sciences. It refers to the movement 47 

of sediment grains moved by water currents and deposited where or when water flow ends. This 48 

cycle seems at first inoffensive but could impact millions of human lives all around the world. 49 

River floods, sea-level rise and storms are likely to modify the landscape of many populated areas 50 

located nearby in the next decades. Our understanding of sediment transport processes would 51 

greatly benefit our capacity to determine the impact of those extreme events on river and coastal 52 

morphology. To achieve this, physical models are used in laboratories to simulate sediment 53 

dynamics at a smaller scale. These results help researchers developing numerical models of 54 

sediment transport to better predict river dynamics as well as the movement of coastlines. This 55 

study is an insight on the application of new laboratory techniques using advanced 3D imaging 56 

technique as an effort to contribute in the development of our knowledge in the field of sediment 57 

dynamics.  58 

  59 



 

 

Introduction 60 

 61 

Bedload transport, the transport rate of unsuspended grain by flowing water, of fine sediments is 62 

often observed through bedform migration. It remains, however, difficult to measure and quantify 63 

using laboratory and field techniques. Sediment traps are generally used (Roberts et al. 2003, 64 

Holmes 2010, Mrokowska et al. 2018, Khosravi et al. 2019) but they only provide a local section-65 

averaged and temporally averaged estimation of bedload transport. Yet, most of the classical 66 

equations (Khorram and Ergil 2011) for bedload transport are derived from this averaged trap 67 

method. Acoustic tools such as Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profiler (ADVP) (Blanckaert et al. 68 

2017) or acoustic concentration and velocity profiler (ACVP) (Hurther et al. 2011) can be used to 69 

evaluate bedload characteristics, but for a single point only. Bedload transport can also be 70 

estimated using the mass conservation equation, known as the Exner equation, by calculating the 71 

bed form velocity (McElroy and Mohrig 2009); this method is commonly known as the dune-72 

tracking method. It can be non-intrusively established by acquiring a temporal series of bed 73 

topography and tracking the displacement of the bed forms with time (Muste et al. 2016, Tsubaki 74 

et al. 2018). However, there is still one parameter of the Exner equation that is roughly 75 

approximated, which is the dry sand bed density (ρsb). The density of a sand layer including voids 76 

is indeed difficult to measure in real time without disturbing the experiments or the bed structures. 77 

Recent studies attempted estimating sediment matter density in water flows in a non-intrusive way 78 

for multiphase flows using Synchrotron X-ray (Kastengren and Powell 2014) and gamma-Ray 79 

attenuation. However, these approaches are restricted to very small volumes (Mayar et al. 2020). 80 



 

 

This study explores the use of medical X-ray computed tomography (CT) to estimate ρsb in the 81 

bedload layer. The CT is a non-destructive technique applied in numerous fields of geosciences 82 

calculating a 3-dimensional attenuation coefficient matrix of the scanned object scaled in 83 

Hounsfield units (HU), which is physically related to matter density (Ketcham and Carlson 2001, 84 

Otani and Obara 2004, Ketcham and Iturrino 2005). The large opening of medical CT scanners 85 

allows for a small hydraulic flume to be installed within the scanner’s gantry. Previous studies 86 

shown promising results in quantifying sediment transport processes using this kind of setting 87 

(Yamada et al. 2013, Tilston et al. 2015, Brunelle 2019). However, it has not been demonstrated 88 

how precise and accurate is the medical CT scanner to derive the bedload transport especially for 89 

moving sand grain with particle size (D) smaller or close to the CT image resolution (0.56 mm). 90 

In this case, any segmentation technique that classifies CT image pixels to differentiate the volume 91 

of sand and void (Griffin et al. 2012) is not applicable. CT also suffers from numerous image 92 

artefacts (Hsieh 2009) that might compromise its application when using large and squared objects 93 

such as a uniform and rectangular hydraulic flume filled with a movable sand bed.  94 

To estimate the potential of medical CT scanner for the study of fine and non-cohesive sediment 95 

bedload transport in the laboratory, a series of flume experiments over mobile sand bed with 96 

increasing unidirectional flow velocities is performed. First, the data analysis procedure is detailed 97 

in order to extract the parameters of bedload transport equation (i.e., bed shear stress, bed 98 

elevation, bedforms velocity and bed density) from measurements (i.e., water velocity and HU). 99 

Secondly, the resulting bedload rates are compared to sand trap measurements carried out at the 100 

downstream end of the flume. Based on the experimental results, the manuscript discusses 101 

potentialities and limitations of the method. 102 



 

 

 103 

Method 104 

 105 

In the following sections, spatial averages are indicated with the angle bracket symbol (< >) with 106 

averaged dimensions in subscript and time averages with overbar symbol ( ¯ ). The indices 107 

x, y and z indicate the averaged dimensions along the x, y, z directions. The x, y, z axes are oriented 108 

streamwise, transversely and vertically, respectively. The sand bedload (qsb) in terms of mass flow 109 

rate per unit width (kg m-1 s-1) is computed as: 110 

𝑞𝑠𝑏 = 𝜌𝑠𝑏 𝑉 𝜂 , (1a) 111 

where ρsb is the dry sand bed density, V is the mass flow velocity, here estimated from bedform 112 

velocity, and η is the sand bed elevation. The error (ε) on bedload is estimated by using the 113 

propagation of error method from the right-hand side of Eq. 1a as described by Bevington and 114 

Robinson (2003) for multiplicative terms: 115 

 116 

𝜀𝑞𝑠𝑏 
= 𝑞𝑠𝑏 √(
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)
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)

2

 (1b) 117 

The dry sand bed density ρsb is computed using the CT scanner measured values in Hounsfield 118 

units (HU). The HU values vary from -1024 to +3071 providing 4096 levels relative to matter 119 

density. A voxel of the CT scan image contains a percentage of water and sand. The CT 120 

measurement of wet sand bed (HUsb) is therefore converted into dry sand bed density by testing 121 

the following expression: 122 

𝜌𝑠𝑏 =  𝜌𝑠
(𝐻𝑈𝑠𝑏− 𝐻𝑈𝑤)

(𝐻𝑈𝑞− 𝐻𝑈𝑤)
 , (2) 123 



 

 

 124 

where ρsb is a function of the CT scan measurement of water (HUw), quartz (HUq) and the density 125 

of the sand grain (ρs), which is uniform and equal to pure quartz (ρs = ρquartz). A 2 cm3 piece of 126 

pure quartz mineral is buried in the sand bed to determine the reference value of HUq. The sand 127 

bed density ρsb is not considered to be time- or space-dependent and the precision of using the 128 

three-dimensional spatial average of dry sand bed density (<ρsb(x,y,z)>xyz) as an input for Eq.1 is 129 

evaluated.  130 

 131 

The bedform velocity and bed elevation are time- and space-dependent. Consequently, these 132 

parameters are both estimated in space (xy) but for a period or an instantaneous time, respectively. 133 

The cross-correlation algorithm by Scarano (2012), using LaVision software, calculates the 134 

temporal average of bedforms velocity vector field (V̅) from two successive 2D bed elevation maps 135 

separated by a time interval T (Table 1). The calculation creates a 2D vector grid (x,y) of bedform 136 

velocities. Only the temporal average of bedform velocity in the streamwise direction (V̅x) is kept 137 

for Eq.  1 representing the solid transport in the flow direction. The missing velocity values, where 138 

the cross-correlation algorithm failed to calculate velocity, were estimated by calculating the 139 

average to closest neighbours. 140 

 141 

The bed elevation η is extracted from the 3D HU matrix measured by CT scan to obtain the sand 142 

bed topography. In this study, the level η = 0 is chosen as the minimum of the bed topography. A 143 

threshold value HU = 400 is used to distinguish water and sand considering that water and sand 144 

HU values are significantly different (where HU > 400 corresponds to sand); HUw values are 145 



 

 

around 0. Only the second measurement of bed topography is used in Eq. 1 to specify η, neglecting 146 

the change in shape of bedforms with time during measurements as a result of technical limitations. 147 

 148 

The velocity (V̅x(x,y)) and height (η(x,y)) of bedforms are discretised on the bed topography xy-149 

grid. The Eq. 1 returns the time-averaged bedload in the xy-plane (q̅sb(x,y)). The bedload is 150 

expressed as a function of fluid bed shear stress τ0. The bed shear stress is estimated by the 151 

quadratic stress law: 152 

𝜏0̅ = 𝜌𝐶𝑑�̅�2 , (3) 153 

where U̅ is the mean flow velocity and ρ is the water density. The mean flow velocity U̅ is 154 

expressed as a function of the time-averaged water discharge (Q̅), the width of the flume (W) and 155 

the initial water depth over flat bed (d); U̅ = �̅�/Wd, where W = 0.30 m. The empirical non-156 

dimensional drag coefficient Cd depends on the vertical flow velocity profile and is evaluated 157 

assuming a logarithmic profile (Soulsby 1983): 158 

 159 

𝐶𝑑 = (
𝜅

1+𝑙𝑛(
𝑧0
𝑑

)
)

2

 , (4) 160 

where κ is the von Karman’s constant (κ = 0.41), z0 is the hydraulic roughness length. The 161 

hydraulic roughness length z0 is associated with apparent bed roughness (ks), commonly called 162 

equivalent sand roughness, quantified as ks = 30 z0 (Nikuradse, 1933). The bed roughness is 163 

expressed as a function of grain size ks = 2 D90 (Yalin 1972), where D90 is the ninety percentile of 164 

grain size distribution. The bed shear stress is described in terms of a non-dimensional bed shear 165 

stress commonly named the Shields’ parameter (θ) after Shields (1936): 166 



 

 

 167 

�̅� =  
𝜏0̅̅ ̅

(𝜌𝑠−𝜌)𝑔𝐷50
 , (5) 168 

where D50 is the fifty percentile of grain size distribution and g is the acceleration of gravity 169 

(9.81 m s-2). The results are compared to the bedload formulas of Camenen and Larson (2005) to 170 

ensure repeatability of the experiments. The equation proposes a transport equation for non-171 

cohesive sediments in steady flows from a wide range of data: 172 

 173 

〈𝑞𝑠𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ 〉 = 𝜌𝑠√(
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𝜌
− 1) 𝑔𝐷50

3 𝛼�̅�𝛽𝑒
(−𝛾

𝜃𝑐
�̅�

)
 , (6) 174 

where the critical value of shear stress for grain motion θc is set here to 0.02 (based on preliminary 175 

experiments), the freshwater density ρ is 1000 kg m−3 and the empirical coefficients are α = 12, 176 

β = 1.5, γ = 4.5. Eq. 6 is compared to the estimated bedload to determine the accuracy of the CT 177 

scan method. The coefficient of determination (R2) is estimated for CT and sand trap methods by 178 

using: 179 

 180 

𝑅2 =  1 − 
 ∑(〈𝑞𝑠𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉𝑖−𝑓𝑖)2

 ∑(〈𝑞𝑠𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉𝑖− 〈𝑞𝑠𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅〉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )2 
 , (7) 181 

where f is the function of Eq. 6 fitted to the data. The summation of Eq. 7 is calculated over the 182 

number of elements i that corresponds to the number of measurements. The coefficient R2 is used 183 

to determine the precision of measurements where a value close to 1 indicates a great precision.  184 



 

 

Experimental Setup 185 

 186 

An acrylic flume 0.30 m × 0.30 m × 7.0 m with 0.025 m thick walls is inserted longitudinally and 187 

horizontally (no slope) into the medical CT scanner of the Multidisciplinary Laboratory for Non-188 

Medical Use at the Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique (INRS, Québec, Canada) 189 

(Fig. 1a). This scanner (Siemens, Somatom Definition AS+ 128) moves on 2.6-m rails along the 190 

flume in the longitudinal x-axis. A series of four experiments (EXP1 to EXP4) is performed at 191 

different initial water depth over flat bed (d), which is measured by the CT scanner, with increasing 192 

flow speed. Yet, transitional to turbulent flows are induced by a water pump (Fig. 1d) joining two 193 

large water tanks (4 m3) placed at each extremity of the flume (Fig. 1b, c). The water level into the 194 

tanks is a continuity of the flume surface waters. A honeycomb diff user reduces the turbulence at 195 

the water inlet (Fig. 1b). The unidirectional flow is maintained for approximately 30 minutes until 196 

the mean ripple height becomes constant prior to CT scan measurements. Based on the model by 197 

Soulsby et al. (2012), we verified that bedforms reached their equilibrium properties before 30 198 

minutes. 199 

The horizontal sand bed consists in pure (99%) quartz (SiO2) sand grain with a density of 200 

ρs = 2650 kg m-3, a median grain diameter D50 of 216 µm and a ninety percentile D90 of 355 µm. 201 

The sand bed is flattened manually before each experiment to obtain an initial bed thickness of 202 

0.05 m. Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions. A plexiglass box is placed at the 203 

downstream end of the flume where the sand in the bedload layer can fall in. The bedload rate per 204 

unit width (kg m-2) is computed by weighting the dried sediments of the trap for a similar series of 205 

discharges (Camenen et al. 2017). 206 



 

 

 207 

CT scan data acquisition 208 

 209 

The initial measurements are 360 degrees 1D X-ray projections through the cross section of the 210 

flume. The 3D matrix is reconstructed with a weighted filtered back projection (Stierstorfer et al. 211 

2004). For the experiments, the X-ray beam collimation is 1.2 mm, and the X-ray tube current 212 

intensity was 287 m with a tube voltage of 140 kV. The pitch factor, determining the gantry 213 

velocity during measurements in spiral mode (see below), is set to 0.35. The convolution kernel 214 

used to remove noise in the image reconstruction is a soft image smoothing Siemens filter (B30s). 215 

The CT measurement results in a three-dimensional (3D) HU matrix of 512 × 512 pixels with a 216 

resolution of 0.6 mm in the cross-section (zy) and 2.0 mm in the longitudinal axis (x). Each scan 217 

is acquired within seconds. Two consecutive CT scans of a given length (L), separated by a time 218 

interval (T), are used to detect the 2D movement of sand ripples in the plane xy. As the bedform 219 

velocity increases, the length of the scan (L) needs to be shortened to reduce the time T between 220 

two consecutive scans (see Table 1). The time T between two scans is directly limited by the 221 

cooling time required by the CT scanner. For EXP1, EXP2 and EXP3, the scans are acquired in 222 

the spiral mode where the CT scanner moves on the rails allowing long scan and sufficiently long 223 

time T to track the displacement of bedforms. For EXP4, where the bedform velocity is the highest, 224 

the scan is performed in the static mode and the scanner does not move. This allows shorter time 225 

T than the spiral mode but shorter length L. Nevertheless, L remains long enough to allow 226 

measurements covering at least the equivalent of one bed forms wavelength (i.e., crest-to-crest of 227 

bed structures), as the bed migrates within the flume.  228 



 

 

 229 

CT image post-processing 230 

 231 

One of the main CT artefacts affecting this study is beam hardening (Ketcham and Hanna 2014). 232 

It refers to the preferential attenuation of the low-energy photons of the X-ray source, which tends 233 

to underestimate the HU values at the centre of objects (Brooks and Di Chiro 1976). In this study, 234 

an empirical correction is applied to CT scan cross-section images of the flume to reduce the beam 235 

hardening artefacts, as proposed by Brunelle et al. (2015). In short, HU values given by a 236 

correction matrix (Mcor) calculated following Eq. 8a – 8c is subtracted from the original CT scan 237 

image as shown on Fig. 2.  238 

 239 

𝜑(𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑌(𝑦,𝑧)

𝑍(𝑦,𝑧)
) (8a) 240 

𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) = √𝑌2(𝑦, 𝑧) +  𝑍2(𝑦, 𝑧) (8b) 241 

𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑟 (𝑦, 𝑧)  = (0.08 𝑟2(𝑦, 𝑧) |cos(2𝜑(𝑦, 𝑧))|2 ) − 100, (8c) 242 

 243 

where 𝑌(𝑦, 𝑧) and 𝑍(𝑦, 𝑧) are the matrix of position index for each pixel centred in the middle of 244 

CT scan image. 245 

 246 

Results 247 

 248 

The three terms of Eq. 1 and bedload transport have been obtained as follows. The dry sand bed 249 

density ρsb is first estimated using Eq. 2 from the HU values. The CT scan images in the cross-250 



 

 

section of the flume (Fig. 2a) shows a range of HU values, indicating some ρsb variations within 251 

the bed. This variation is interpreted as the measurement error of ρsb. To reduce this error, mainly 252 

caused by the beam hardening artefact, a correction (Eq. 8a-c) is applied (Fig. 2b) to CT scan 253 

images. The result is illustrated in Fig. 2c showing that most of the beam hardening artefacts within 254 

the bed are removed. However, the correction does a poor job in the bedload layer, i.e., at the water 255 

sediment interface. The remaining error for ρsb is estimated by calculating the standard deviation 256 

of the three-dimensional spatial distribution of ρsb(x,y,z). The three-dimensional spatial mean of 257 

sand bed density <ρsb(x,y,z)>xyz and errors are listed in Table 1 for each experiment. The second 258 

term of Eq. 1 is estimated from the bedform velocity vector field (V̅(x,y)) (Fig. 3b). Only the time-259 

averaged bedform velocity in the streamwise direction V̅x(x,y) (Fig. 3c) is used to calculate the 260 

spatial distribution of bedload (Fig. 3d). The third term of Eq. 1, the bed elevation, is illustrated 261 

on Fig. 3a neglecting the change in time of bedforms. The spatial distribution of the time-averaged 262 

bedload q̅sb(x,y) is then computed as illustrated on Fig. 3d. 263 

 264 

The spatial mean of bedload <q̅sb(x,y)>xy are listed in Table 1 for each experiment. <q̅sb(x,y)>xy  is 265 

plotted as a function of �̅� on Fig. 4. The error for bed elevation η(x,y) and bedform velocity 266 

measurements, estimated to 1% and 10% respectively, are propagated additionally to the error for 267 

<ρsb(x,y,z)>xyz (Eq. 1b) to estimate the error on bedload. The error is on average 17,5 % for the 268 

sand bed density according to the standard deviation of ρsb(x,y,z). The error on bedload is thus 269 

estimated on average to 20%. The uncertainty in �̅� computation (± 10%) mainly comes from the 270 

water discharge measurements that are used to estimate U̅ (Eq. 3 and Eq. 5).  271 

 272 



 

 

This indicates that the precision of bedload is low. However, <q̅sb(x,y)>xy values are accurate 273 

according to the sand traps. Indeed, the sand trap measurements, equivalent to term <q̅sb(x,y)>xy, 274 

are in satisfactory agreement with the CT scan measurements (Fig. 4). The accuracy of the new 275 

method compared to trap values even improves for higher sediment transport rates. All the CT 276 

scan data are also within an acceptable range compared to the bedload equation of Camenen and 277 

Larson 2005. Moreover, <q̅sb(x,y)>xy values estimated with the CT method have a higher 278 

coefficient of determination (Eq. 7) with �̅� (R2 = 0.94) when fitting the data using Camenen and 279 

Larson (2005) equation (Eq. 6), than the sand traps (R2 = 0.11). 280 

 281 

Discussion and conclusions 282 

 283 

The experiments showed that the CT scan method calculates accurately the bedload transport by 284 

correctly estimating the sand bed density on average. However, the method deals with severe CT 285 

scan image artefacts. These CT scan artefacts are the main cause of error for sand bed density 286 

measurements and consequently, for bedload transport calculation. Medical CT scanners have not 287 

been optimized for thick and dense objects with sharp edges such as a sand bed in a flume, but for 288 

the human body with density close to water. These errors are caused by the density, thickness, and 289 

sharp edges of the sand bed, which are unusual for a medical CT. While the correction proposed 290 

for CT scan image post-processing performed well within the sand bed, it was less efficient for the 291 

bedload layer where irregular ripples formed. The weighted filtered back projection image 292 

reconstruction algorithm provided by the CT scanner manufacturer produced artefacts on these 293 

asymmetrical bedforms in the cross-section. Advanced beam hardening reduction, such as iterative 294 



 

 

image reconstruction algorithms could help in reducing these kinds of artefacts but are numerically 295 

intense and require the knowledge of the scanner geometry (Di Schiavi Trotta et al. 2022), but are 296 

viable options to improve image quality. 297 

 298 

The experimental setup is also limited to CT scan system capacity. The size, mainly the thickness, 299 

of the sand beds is limited, because beds thicker than 0.05 m would attenuate the X-rays to a point 300 

this could cause an unmanageable signal-to-noise ratio. The CT scan method is, moreover, limited 301 

by the cooling time needed by the X-ray system. This means that the time between two successive 302 

scans cannot be shorter than 30 seconds, limiting the length of the topography to 0.1 m. During 303 

the experiments, it was also determined that the maximum velocity of bedforms that can be 304 

detected using this configuration is around 0.6 mm s-1. Long scans (i.e., up to 2 metres) can be 305 

used to detect the movement of ripples if the velocity is not higher than 0.016 mm s-1. 306 

  307 

The advantage of the CT scan method over the sand traps is the capacity to provide spatial and 308 

temporal variations of bedload transport, including the sand bed density measurements. The 309 

correlation between bedload data with the bed shear stress is higher for CT scan than for sand 310 

traps. This highlights the benefit of mass flux calculation with bedforms tracking method. The 311 

sand trap methods are likely to induce error from sand manipulation. The proposed CT scan 312 

method could be applicable to any future bedload transport experiment studying the link between 313 

sediment density and bed dynamics within the limitations discussed above. This work can be 314 

conducted in parallel with micro-CT scan imaging technique that could determine physical 315 

properties of sediments at higher resolution using smaller samples (Mayar et al. 2020, Hodge et 316 



 

 

al. 2020). It proved to deliver meaningful bedload measurements for migrating ripples and is most 317 

promising for the study of symmetric wave ripples that would produce fewer image artefacts, or 318 

to the study of the sediment dynamics below the ripple zone, such as the infiltration of fine 319 

sediment into a coarse and porous sediment bed (Camenen et al., 2017). 320 

 321 

Notation  322 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 323 

HU = Hounsfield unit of CT scan; 324 

qsb = sand bedload rate per unit width (kg m-1 s-1); 325 

U = water velocity (m s-1); 326 

V = bedforms velocity vector (m s-1); 327 

Vx = bedform velocity in the x direction (m s-1); 328 

η =sand bed elevation (m); 329 

ρsb = dry sand bed density (kg m-3); 330 

ρs = sand grain density (kg m-3); 331 

ρ = water density (kg m-3); 332 

θ = Shields’ parameter (-); 333 

< >x.y.z = spatial mean in x, y, z dimensions; 334 

 ¯ = temporal mean; 335 

  336 
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Table 1. Experimental conditions for sand bed experiments (EXP) including water discharge (Q̅) 484 

initial water depth (d), section and time averaged fluid velocity (U̅) estimated using (Q̅), Reynolds 485 

(Re) and Froude (Fr) numbers using U̅, Shields’ parameter (�̅�). The standard deviations of mean 486 

values are in parentheses. The time- and space-averaged, indicated by overbars and subscripts 487 

respectively, bedform velocity in the x direction (<V̅x>xy) and bedload transport <q̅sb>xy, and space-488 

averaged sand bed density in the bedload layer (<ρsb>xyz) are listed. The length (L) and time 489 

between CT scans (T) are indicated.  490 

EXP Q̅ d U̅ Fr Re �̅� L T  <V̅x>xy <ρsb>xyz  <q̅sb>xy 

m3 s-1 m m s-1 - - - m s mm s−1 kg m-3 kg m-1s -1 

EXP1 0.008 0.140 0.19 0.16 4433 0.029 1.20 810 0.016 

(0.002) 

1060 

(186) 

0.00014 

(0.00003) 

EXP2 0.010 0.140 0.24 0.20 5600 0.047 0.30 200 0.10 

(0.03) 

1060 

(186) 

0.0025 

(0.0005) 

EXP3 0.012 0.140 0.29 0.25 6766 0.068 0.20 80 0.18 

(0.08) 

1087 

(212) 

0.0053 

(0.0012) 

EXP4 0.012 0.120 0.33 0.30 6600 0.092 0.10 30 0.56 

(0.06) 

1113 

(159) 

0.013 

(0.002) 

 491 
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Figures 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup components: a) the rectangular hydraulic flume inserted into the 

medical X-ray CT scanner, b) inside view of the water tank, the honeycomb diffuser is on the 

bottom right, c) the water tank downstream where the flume is inserted at the top left of the tank, 

the water outcomes at the bottom right, and the flow meter is attached to the top right corner of the 

tank (in blue), d) the water pump joins the two water tanks, up- and down-stream.  

 

Fig. 2. Illustration for EXP4 of the a) raw HU values in the flume cross-section, b) raw HU value 

in the background and correction in coloured contour plot, and c) corrected HU values. The 

coloured contours indicate the HU value subtracted. The minimum value is -100 HU (red) and the 

maximum value is 250 HU (blue). The distribution of the correction is chosen to preserve the same 

HU spatial mean before and after the correction. 

 

Fig. 3. Illustration for EXP1 of the a) bed elevation, b) time-averaged velocity vector field of 

bedforms, c) bedform time-averaged velocity in the flow direction (x-axis) and d) spatial 

distribution of time-averaged bedload transport. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of time- and spatial-averaged bedload transport (<q̅sb(x,y)>xy) calculated with 

CT scan and sand trap as a function of the time-averaged Shield parameter �̅� for each experiment 

(1 to 4). Previous results of literature are shown. The regression between <q̅sb(x,y)>xy and  �̅�  is 

calculated by fitting the data to Camenen and Larson (2005)’s equation for the sand trap (α = 13, 

β = 0.4, γ = -12) and CT scan (α = 12, β = 1.1, γ = -4.5). 
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